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BLOWUP EQUIVALENCE FOR SMOOTH COMPACT
MANIFOLDS

G.MIKHALKIN

ABSTRACT. In this paper I IItudy the equivalence relation of smooth com
pact manifolds (mnnifoldll with boundary) fl:enerated by blowups along proper
5mooth submanifolds. I prove timt two SJIlooth cOllllected manifoldll are Llowup
equivalent if and only if tbc:y have the Mille number of boundary components.
This result extends the re3ult of [3) on the blowup equivalenceof smooth c10sed
manifolds.

The main result of the paper is the following theorem.

Theorem 1. /1 Mund N ure two smooth conneeted compaet mumfolds und the
number 01 components 01 aAl und aN is the same then Mund N ure blowup
equ ivalen t.

Similarly to the case of smooth c10sed manifolds [3] this allows to turn the set
DifTk{n) of diffeomorphism types of the smooth compact connected n-dimensional
manifolds with k connected components into a metric space. The integer-valued dis
tance in Diff.lc (n) is defined as the mi ni mallength of a blowup equivalence sequence
connecting the manifolds.

1. DEFINITIONS

Let M be a smooth compact manifold and let L C M be a smooth compact
submanifold of M such that

8L = Ln8M.

Such a submanifold is called proper if L is transverse to 8M. The normal bundle of

is defllled as the qllotient j- r(Al) / r(L) of the vector bundle induced by the inclusion
j : L y M from the tangent bUIldle of M by the tangent bundle of L. The lubular
neighborhood theorem states that there exists an embedding em : T -t M sending
the zero section of 11M (L) to Land such that the inverse image of 8M coincides
with the total space of IIM(L)loL.

T vu(L)1 L
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Any neighborhood of L representable as the image of such an embedding of the
normal bundle is called the tuouJur neighborh{)()(J of L. For convenience we identify
the tubular neighborhood of a submanifold and the total space of its normal bundle,
so we view T n.s a submanifold of M of codimension 0 and L as a submanifold of
T (given by the zero section).

The projeetivizat ion of vM (L) is the bundle

proj vJ.f(L) : L -t L

with the total space i consisting of aB I-dimensional subspaces of the fibers of
VM (L) and with the map proj VM (L) sending each of these I-dimensionalsubspaces
to the point in L where this subspace projects under VM (L). The tautological bundle

v:T-tL,
is the bundle formed by the fibers consisting of the elements of the I-dimensional
subspaces which are themselves the points of projection of these fibers (over each
fiber of L -t L the map is t.he Hopf map IRP;+l ---t IRpk).

We note that each point of T - L is contained in the unique I-dimensional
suhspace of the unique fiber of /.IM (L). Therefore,

T-L=T-L

and, in particular,
öT =öT.

There is a weB-defilled smooth lllap

ß : T ---t T,

such that ßjt-L : T - L ---t T - L is identity and ßIL is the projection map

proj vM(L) : L -7 L.

Definition. The result 0/ blowtjp of M along L is the manifold

M = B(!M, L) = (M - L) lJT-L T.

The blowup of M along L is the map

ß(M, L) : M ---t M

defined by ß(M, L)IT = ß and ß(M, L)IM-L = id. The submanifold L C M is
called the center 0/ the olowup. The slibmanifold i C M is called the exceptional
divisor 0/ the blowup

Assertion 1.1. The exceptional divisor L is not 7l2 -homologous to zero in M.
Proof. The fiber F of L ---t L is diffeomorphic to IR.Pq. The ;r;z-intersection nnmber
in M of Land IR pI C F is 1. 0

Definition. The proper tmus/orm V of a suhset V C M under the blowup ß(M, L)
is the clos~re iI~ M of the image of V - L in M under the natural identification
M-L = M -L.

Assertion 1.2. If V C M is a smooth proper submani/old transversal to L then
the proper tmns/orm V umler ß(M, L) is diiJeomorphic to B(V, V n L).
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The assertion is a consequence of the coincidence of the normal bundle of V n L
in V and t,he restriction to V n L of the normal bundle of L in M.

Definition. Smooth compact manifolds M and N are called blowup equivalent if
there exists a sequence of smooth compact manifolds

such that eitller Mj - 1 is the result of blowup of Mj or Mj is the result of blowup
of Mj -1, j E {1, ... I 71 } •

This defines the blowup equivalence as the equivalence generated by the opera
tion of blowup.

Assertion 1.3. If M (md N are blowup equivalent then M X Rund N X R ure
blowup equivalent for any smooth compact manifold R.

Proof. To get the blowlIp equivalence between M x Rand N X R we multiply by
R every blowup in the blowup sequence connecting M and N. 0

Corollary 1.4. If M is blowup equivalent to N (Jnd M' is blowup equivalent to N'
thell M x M' is blowup equivalent to N X N'.

If M and N are of the same dimension then by the same argument M #N IS

blowup equivalent to N #N'.

Definition. Manifold R is called the result of lIwltiblowtJp of M if there exists a
sequence of blow IIps R = Alr -+ Al,._ 1 -+ ... -+ Alo = M. The cornposi tion of
blowups is called the nwltibloump. The cellter of multihlowuJI R -+ M is the union
of images in M of the centers of aB blowups in the sequence. The multiblowup is
called disjoint fram a su/n.et SeM if t.he intersection of its center and S is empty.

Proposition 1.5. If Al und N are Mowllp equiualent then there exists a manifold
R which is the restJlt of (J nwltiblollmJl of M and, in the same time, the result of a
multiblowufJ of N.

This proposition follows from Lemma 1.6 by induction.

Definition. Pairs (M, A) anel (N, B) are called blowup equivalent if there exists a
manifold R which is the result of a multiblowup of bolh Al and N and the proper
transforms of A and B in R coincide. Pair (M, A) is called blowup equivalent to
(N, B) ouer a subset U C Al if the center of multiblowup R -+ M is contained in
U. Manifolds M and N are called blowup equivalent away from a stJbset SeM if
R -+ M is disjoint from S.

Let M = B(P, LM) and N = B(P, LN) be the results oftwo blowups of a smooth
manifold P along submanifolds L M , LN C P transverse to each other.

Leuuua loG. There exists a manifolli R which is the result of a blowup of M and,
in the same time, is the 1'eSUlt of a blowup of N.
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R ß(N,KN\ N

M ß(P,LM )) P

Proof Assertion 1.2 implies that the proper transform KM C M of LN under
ß(P, LM) and the proper transform KN C N of L M under ß(P, LM) are smooth
rnanifolds. We defi ne R as B (M, [(M ), then R is also diffeornorphic to B (N, K N) ,

since the pullba.cks of the tubular (and respecting LM and LN) neighborhood of the
subrnanifold L M n LN C P under ß(M, KM )ß(P, LM ) and ß(N, KN )ß(P, LN) are
both equal to the bundle over LMnLN associated to lILN(LM nLN )EEWLM (LMnLN )
with the fiber IRPÖ x IR Pri, where p =dirn P - dirn LN, q =dirn P - dirn L M . 0

2. EXAl\.1PLE OF BLOWUP EQUIVALENCE

P roposi tiou 2.1. sr x Dq (l1u! Dp+q (l1'e blowup equ ivalent I if p > 0 a nd q > 1.

Proof Subsequent applicat.ions of Lemma 2.2 and Assertion 1.3 irnply that Dp+q
ia blowup equivalent to SI x DP+q-l, , .. and, finally, to SI x ... X SI X n 2 . By
Corollary 3.3 of [3], SP is blowup equivalent to 51 X •.. X SI. Thus, sr x Dq is
blowup equivalent to 51 x ... X 51 X n2 and, therefore, to Dp+q. 0

Leullna 2.2. SI X Dn is bloump equivalent to D n +l if n > 1.

Praof Note that

since D n + l =U;:t:EIlPl D~, where D~ C Dn+l is the n-dimensional disk containing
nn-l and corresponding to the directioll x in the orthogonal complement of D n-l
in Dn+l.

Thus, it suffices to show t.lmt SI xDn and SI X DO are blowup equivalent. Ir
n > 2 then each of these bundles admits a fiberwise linearly independent pair of
sections. The orthogonal complements of these seetions produce the codimension
2 embeddings

The blowing up along the images of these embeddings produces two bundles over
SI x SI with fiber Do- l . Both of them are D o - l -bundles associated to non-trivial
principal Zz-bundles over SI x SI (the nontrivial element ofZ2 aets on D2 by a linear
involution reversing the orientation of D O -1). Their tota.l spaces are di ffeomorphic,
since a nontrivial double covering of SI x 51 is unique up to diffeomorphisrn.

For 11 = 2 we construet a blowup equivalence between 51 Xn2 and SI x D 2 sepa
rately. We blow up each bundle along the zero section. The result of the first (resp.
second) blowup is a D l -bundle over SI x SI (resp. SI xS l ). Blowing up of each
of these two bundles along a poiHt in tlte interior produces a nontrivial D1-bundle
over IRp 2#IRp 2#lRp2, but aH t.he non-trivial D l -bundles over IRp2#lRp 2#lRp2

are diffeomorphic. 0
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:1. KEY LEMMATA

The following lemma is usefnl when we need to perform a blowing up or down
in 8M (recall that in M we may blowup only along proper submanifolds).

Lemlun 3.1. If V C 8M is a smooth compact sulnnanifold such that vOM(V)18V
admits a non.vanishing section then there exists (l multiblowup J.l : M -t M disjoint
from av and a proper embedding

v x [0,1] Y M

rY X 1°,1] is a ma!}ifold with botmdary V X {O} UV X {I} Uav X [0 , 1]) such that
V = V X {O} C aM is the proper transforrn of V

Proof. We con~truct the embedding of V X [0,1] Y ßÄ1' by finding a non-vanishin..e;
section of vAi (V) and then we push the interior of V X [0, 1] into the interior of M
to make the embedding proper.

Let 'I he a section of V8M(V) non":vanishing on av and transverse to V so that
ZI = vnrJ(V) is a smooth closed submanifold of V. If ZI = '" then fJ does not vanish
on V and the proof is finished. Inductively, if Zj # '" then we define the smooth
submanifold Zj+l C Zj as the zero set. of a section of VOM (V) IZj transverse to Zj.
Note that dirn Zj - dirn Zj+l =dirn aM - dirn V > 0 and, therefore, Zk+l =0 for
sorne k so VOM Vl z• admits a non-vanishing section. This gives us an embedding
Zk X [0,1] C 8M such that Zk X [0,1] n V = Zk X {O} = Zk. lf we push Zk X (O , l)
inside the interior of M we get a proper submanifold L C AI diffeomorphic to
Zk X [0,1]. Let M = B(A1, L) and let

V :> 21 :> ... :) 2k-l

be the proper transforms of

2j+l C Zj is a smooth suhmanifold representable as the zero set of a generic
section of vOJi"f (V) Izj , but, vOM Vlz

lt
_

1
admits a non-vanishing seetion. Inductively,

we obtain a multiblowup M -t 1\1 -t M and a non-vanishing sedion of VAi(V) for

the proper transform V of V. 0

The next lemma and addendum are the versions for manifolds with boundary of
Lemma 6.5 ami Addendum 6.6 of [3] anel the proof of them is similar.

Lemuln 3.2. Let WeM be a srnooth cornpact proper submanifold. /f W =
B(W, K) und VM(W) is trivial then there exists a manifald M' containing W
as a submanifold such t/wt VM' (W) is trivial (md (M, Mt) is blowup equivalent to
(M', W) over K.

Let j( C W be the except.ional divisor of ß(W, I<).

AddendtlIll 3.3. lf S C W - R is a subset c/osed in Wand a trivialization T of
VM(W)lS extends to a trivialization of VM(W) then Textends to a trivialization of
lIMI(W).
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Proof of Lemma 3.2 and Addendum 3.3. Let M = B(M I R). The proper trans
form of Wunder ß(A1 1 W) ia diffeomorphic to WI we denote it by the same symbol
WeM. By adjunction formllla l the normal bundle Vi/(I() is isomorphie to the

tensor product of the (one-dimension a1) bund I,: vi/ (j() and the trivial bundle lq+ 1
I

q + 1 = dirn Al - dirn j( I

vM(I() =vIV (I<) 0 lq+ 1.

Therefore l the project.ivization E of Vi/(K) is diffeomorphie to K x RPq and the

projectivization of VIV (I<) C Vif(K) eorree;ponds to the embedding

F = j( x {x} c i< x IR. pq = E

for a point x E IRP'l.
Let Al = B(M I k). The proper transform W of Wunder ß(M I K) is diffeo

morph ie to Kr and Vw(F) ~ Vw (k). The latter implies that. the t 11bular neighbor
hood of E in Al is diffeomorphic to B(T,K x IR.Pq) I where T is the total spaee of
Vw xBP'l(K x IRPq). Therefore l

IV! = B(/\1', [( x IRPq)

for a manifold M' ::> Wand

w n (K x IRPq) = f{ x {x}.

Note timt vAI I (W) is trivial l since V AI (W) is trivial (the latter is isomorphie to
the tensor prodllct of the trivial bllndle VM(W) and the square of one-dimensional
bundle over W dual to i{) and a trivialization of VAt(W) produces a trivialization
of VM'(W). 0

\Ve need the next lemma to drop t.he assumption of tri vial ity of vAt (W) in Lern rna
3.2.

LeUllUR 3.4. Suppose t1wt WeM ~':t a pmper submmJifoldl S C W is a closed
subset (md the ...ections (11 ... I (q give (J trivializution of the btmdle VM (W) Is. Then

there erists a multiMowup IJ : NI ~ M disjoilll. from S such that the trivialization
((11' .. Ilq) extends to (J trivialization 0/ V/ti W for the pmper tmnsform WeM of
w.
Proof (cf. the proof of Propo.o;ilion 6.4 of [3]). Let et be a section of VM(W) ex
tending (1 and transversal to the zero section. The zero set of ~t ia a proper
smooth submanifold Zl C W. Let MI = B(M , Zd aud let W I C MI be the proper
transform of Wunder ß(M, Zd. Theu Cl extends to a non-vanishing section €I of

vM.(Wd·
Indnctively, we suppose that IJk : Mk -7 M is a multiblowup such that Ci l •• "1 fk

extend to lillearly independcnt sections €I, ... I €k of vM" (Wk ) I Where Wk is the
proper transform of 111 nnder IJk I k < q. Let ~~+1 be a section of 11M" (Wk) extend
ing ck+I transverse to the zero section and orthogonal to the sections 6, ... I €k.
The zero set of ~~+I is a proper smooth submanifold Zk+I C Wk C M k . The
projectivization of the S11 bbundle of vAt" (Zk+d orthogonal to ~1, .•• I €k produces a
smooth submanifold
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Let Mk+I = B(Mk, Fk ) and let 11'k+I C Mk+I be the proper transform of Wk. Sec
tions cl, ... , ck+I of VMI<+l (Wk+I)!S =vM(W)ls extend to non-vanishing sections

€I," .,<k+I of VMI<+1 (Wk+d· 0

Corollary 3.5. Let WeM be a smooth comp(lct proper submaniJold. IJ IV =
B(W, K) then there exists a maniJold M' contailling W as a submaniJold such
that VM'(W) is trivial aod (M, W) is blowup equivalent to (MI, W). IJ we fix a
trivializlltion T oJ VM(W)!S Jor l' subset S C W - j{ closed in W then the blowup
equivalence Clln be made disjoint Jrom Sand so tlwt Textends to a trivialization oJ
VMI(W).

Proof. Lemma 3.4 gives the multiblowup sequence

JJ: Mle -t ... MI -+ M

and the sequence of proper transforms

ß(W, K) 0 Jllw. : Wk -+ ... W1 -+ W -+ W

such that vMI< (Wk ) is trivi al. The application of Lernma 3.2 to M k ::> Wk -+ WIe - I

gives a pair (Mk_I , Wk_I ) blowlIp equivalent to (M, Mt) and such that W"_l is
diffeomorphic to Wk- l alld VM~_I (Wk_l ) is trivial. Inductively, we get the pair

(M', W) blowup eqllivalent to (M, ~V). 0

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

It suffices to prove that any smooth n-dirnensional compact manifold M is blowllp
equivalent to the n-dimensional sphere punctured k times, where k is the number
of components of 8M. This follow8 from Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 1 of [3].
Ineleed, t.he manifolel N produced by Proposition 4.1 after gluing each component
of the boundary with nn is a smoot,h closed manifold and by Theorem 1 of [3]
it is blowlIp equivalent to sn. This produces an equivalence between N and the
pUlletured sphere (after isotoping t.he centers of the blowup equivalence away from
the attached D").

Proposition 4.1. Any smooth compact maniJold M is blowup equivalent to a man
iJold N with the boundary 8N diffeomorphic to the disjoint union oJ k copies oJ
sn-I.
LeUlIua 4.2. Any smooth compact mlmiJold M is blowup equivalent to a mani/old
N such that evenJ component 0/ aN is null-cobordlmt.

Proof. Suppose that a componellt A of 8M is not cobordant to zero, Then there
exists another component B of 8Al not cobordant to zero (since 8M is cobordant
to zero). Let, be a path connecting A and B. The closed tubular neighbor
hood of, is diffeomorphic to Dn-l x [0,1]. By Theorem 1 of [3] sn-l and Aare
blowup equivalent anel, t,herefore, D n

-
1 x [Oll] and Ao X [0,1] are blowup equiv

alent, Ao = A - Dn-l. The application of the latter blowup equivalence to the
neighborhood Dn-l x [0,1] C A1 of I gives the manifold M'. The union of a11 the
componellts of aM' but two is diffeomorphic to 8M - (A U B) and the two compo
nents are diffeomorphic to A#A (which is null-cobordant.) and A#B. Repeating
this procedllre we make aH the compouents of 8M null-cobordant. 0
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Proof of Proposition 4.1. Lemma 4.2 allows to assume t.hat every component of
DM is cobordant to zero. This implies that the existence of a sequence of surgeries
between every component of BA1 and sn-I. The surgery on DM is defined by a
sphere sr-I = P C DM and a trivialization T of VOM{P). The Burgery on BM is
the boundary of the following surgery on M

N = M UT(P) H, H:;::::,: [)P x nq
, n = p + q,

where T{P) ~ Sp-I X n q c J)P x n q is the tubular neighborhood of P and the
diffeomorphism between T(P) and sP- I x Dq is given by T.

To prove the proposition it suffices to show that M and N are blowup equivalent,
We prove it by induct.ion on dimension of M. The proof splits into three cases:

(I) P is Zz-homologous to zero in 8M,
(2) P is not Zz-homologous to zero in M,
(3) P is Zz-homologous to zero in M but not Zz-homologous to zero in

DM.

Proposition 4.4 of [3} allows us to assllme in the first case that the surgery on
P ia not odd, Le. the parallel copy of P defined by T is Zrhomologous to zero
in BM - P. Proposition 4.1 follows from Proposition 5.2, Proposition 6.2 and
Proposition 7.3. 0

5. IF TUE SURGERY SPHEItE IS Z2-HOMOLOGOUS TO ZERO IN 8M

LeUlIUR 5.1. 1f [P} =0 E Hp _ I ({) M ; Z2) theu there exists a m ultiblowup M -+ M
disjoint fmTn P such t1llJt P = 8V c 8M JOT same smooth submunifold V C DM.

Proof. Proposition 5.3 of [3] implies the existence of a multiblowup

Il : C' - P ---+ C - P

for the component C of DM containing P and a smooth submanifold V C C' such
that P = DM.

\Ve need to produce such V by a multiblowHp of A1. \Ve da this by indudion on
the length of p. Let ß(C, L) : 6 ---+ C, L C Cl be the first blowup of JL We apply
Lemma 3.1 to get the proper embedding

into the rcsult of a multiblowup (M, L) ---+ (M, L). Lemma 1.6 impliea that the
proper transform Ce !VI of C is the result of a multiblowup of t disjoint from P.

Induction gives a multiblowup

(Nt, C) -+ (M, C)

disjoint from P and stich that C is the result of a multiblowup Jl of C'. To finish
the proof we isotop V C C' into a posit.ion transverse to ,/ and define V etas
the proper transform of V. 0

Proposition 5.2. If [P) =0 E Hp-l (D Al; Z2) then tllen the result N of surgery of
M along P is blowup equivalent to Al.
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Proof. By Lemma5.1 we may assume that P =8V e 8M for a smooth submanifold
V C 8M. Hy Lemma 3.1 we may assurne (possibly after a multiblowup) that the
embedding V = V x {O} y DM extends to a proper embedding

V x [0,1] Y M.

Hy Theorem 1 of [3] V is blowup equivalent to DP away from P. We apply induction
on the length / of blowup sequence between V and Dq.

Let U be the manifold next to V in the blowup sequence between V and J)P. If

U = B( V, LL L e V - P,

then we define

M' = B(M, L x [0,1]).

If
V=B(U,L), LeU-P,

then we take

W = U x [0, 1], J( = L x [0, 1L W= V x [0, 1] = B (W, K)

and use Corollary 3.5 to get M'. In hoth cases

P= 8U e M',

where M' is blowup equivalent to M and U can be connected to IJP with a blowup
sequence of lengt.h /- 1. In t.he second case Corollary 3.5 implies that Textends to
U. The last operation in the blowup equivalence sequence connecting V and Dq is
always a blowdown (Dq is not the result of a blowup by Assertion 1.1).

The reslllt N' of attaching a handle to M' along P equipped with T is blowup
equivalent to N (since the blowup between U and V is disjoint from P). Therefore,
to finish the proof we need only to show tllat if V ~ DP an.d Textends to V then
M is blowup equivalent to N. Dut in this case N is the boundary connected sum
of M and SV x Dq, so Al and N are blowup eqllivalent by Proposition 2.1. 0

6. IF TUE SURGERY SPHERE 15 NOT HOMOLOGOU5 TO ZERO IN M

Lmnnlll G.1. If [P) i= 0 E H.(M; Z2) then illere exists a multiblowup M -t M
disjoint from P lJnd a proper submanifold W e A1 such tJl(Ji P intersects W tmns
versely (li one point und 8W i... connected.

Proof. Consider the closed manifold

D= MUOM M.

The surgery sphere P is not Zz-homologous to zero in D since P is not Zr
homologous to zero in M. Lemma 5.1 of [3] produces a multiblowup Jl : b -+ D
disjoint from P and a smooth submanifold V e b intersecting P transversely at
one point.

\Ve may assume that Il t.ransversal to 8M C D (changing M e D by a small
isotopy). The rest riet ion IlLü : Nt -t M is then a multiblowup by Assertion 1.2.
The smooth submanifold W = VnM e M is proper and interseets P transversely
at one point. To make 8W connected we add small tubes to W in M. 0
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Proposition G.2. 11 [P) #- 0 E H.(M; 7l.'4) t"en '''en the resuit N 01 surgery 01 M
along P is blowup efjuivuleut to M.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1 we may assUlne timt P intersects a smooth proper subman
ifold WeM transversely at one point alld 8W is connected. By the assumption
of induction (dirn W < dirn M) W ia blowup equivalent to 09+ 1 • We rnay assurne
that the blowup sequence is disjoint from the point W n P. Similar to the proof
of Proposition 5.2 we use induetion on the length I of blowup sequence between V
and Dfl+ 1•

Let U be the manifold next to W in the blowup sequenee between W aod Dq+l.
Ir U = B(W, L), LeW, then we put M' = B(M, L). Ir W = B(U, L), LeU,
then we use Corollary 3.5 to get Al'. In both eases

P =au C M',

where M' is biowlip eqllivalent to M and U ean be eonnected to [)P with a blowup
sequence oflengt.h 1-1. The result N' of attaching a handle to M' along P equipped
with T is blowup equivalent to N.

Induetion reduees the proof to finding a blowup equivalenee between M and N
in the ease when W ~ DIJ+l. The regular neighborhood T of Pu W is diffeomorphic
to P x Dq+l ~ Sp-l X Dq+l ami 8T - 8M is diffeomorphic to DP+q-l. Therefore,
M deeornposes as the boundary connected sum T#(M - T) aod it suffiees to prove
that the result of surgery of T along P is blowup equivalent to T. But the result of
surgery of sP- 1 x Dq+l along the eore sphere sP- 1 is diffeomorphic to Dp+q which
i8 blowup equivalent to sP- 1 x Dq+l by Proposition 2.1. 0

7. IF THE SURGERY SPHERE IZ 7l. 2-lIOMOLOGOUS TO ZERO IN M BUT NOT

7l. 2-HOMOLOGOUS TO ZERO IN iJAl

The Ilext lemma gelleralizes Lemma 5.1 of [:~] to the ease of manifolds with
boundary.

Lenuua 7.1. For any IlOmolO!J!I dass ß E H.(N;7l. 2) iH a comp(Jct manifold N
and any proper smooth sull1Tloni/old Q C N such that ß.[Q] = 1 E Z2 there exist a
multiblowup Jl : N -+ N disjoint lrom Q and a cJosed smooth submanifold WeN
intersecting Q tmllsverseJy at oue point and such that

Prool (cf. the prool 01 Lemma 5.1 01 [3]). Using the ThoIn '8 Theoreme BI.2 [5] we
represcnt ß as the image of a srnooth c10sed manifold B under a smooth map
f : B -+ N. The Nash theorem [4] nllows HS to assume that Band N are nonsingular
real algebraic varieties. Using the Akbulut-King normalization Theorem 2.8.3 of
[1] we approximate I by a rational map F : Z -+ N, F.. (Z) = ß E H.(N;71. 2).

The algebraic closure Z is a (dirn B)-dimensional algebraic subset of N whieh has
at least one nonsingular point. \Ve isotop Q to general position with respect to
Z, then the points of Q n Z are nonsinglliar. The Hironaka resolution theorem [2]
produces a blowup N -+ N resolving Z. The proper transform Z of Z is a smooth
closed submanifold intersecting Q transversely in an odd Illimber of points. To get
W we eonnect alt the points of Q n Z but one with tubes about Q. 0
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Corollary 7.2. If 0 "I P E ker (H. (8M ; Z2) -7 H. (Al; 7l.. 2 )) then there exists a
mu/tiblowup NI -7 M disjoint from P such tlllJt P = aw for a smooth proper
submunifold WeM.

Proof. We apply Lemma 7.1 to the cocore Q of the surgery of M along Q

Q = {o} x Dq C IJP x Dq =H C N =M Ur(P) H.

Note timt a homology dass ß such that ß.[Q] = 1 exists, since P is homologous
to zero in M. Changing WeN with an isotopy we mayassume that Wn H =
DP x {o}. We define W as the dosure of W - H. 0

Proposition 7.3. Ifo"l PE ker(H.(ßM;Z2) -7 H.(M;7l.. 2)) theu the result N 0/

surgery 0/ M ulong P is blowup equivulent to M.

Proof. By Corollary 7.2 we may assurne that P =ßW C ßM for a smooth proper
submallifold WeM. By Lemma 5.1 of [3] anel Lemma 3.1 we may assurne that
there exists a smooth closed manifold V C 8M intersecting P transversely at one
point (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.1). By the assumption of induction (dirn W <
dirn M) W is blowup equivalent to DP. By Theorem 1 of [3] V is blowup equivalent
to sq alld we mayassume that the blowup equivalence is disjoint from the point
pnv.

\Ve make V into sq similarly to t.he proof of Proposition 5.2. By Lemma 3.1
we may assume that the embedding V = V x {o} e.....r 8M extends to a proper
embeddillg V x [0,1] e.....r Al. \Ve lIse induct.ion on the length of blowup sequence
between V and sq. Let Y be the rnanifold next to V in the blowup sequence between
V and DP. Ir Y = B(V, L), L C V - P, then we put M' = B(Al, L x [0 , 1]). Ir
V =B(Y, Ll, L C Y, theu we use Corollary 3.5 to get M'.

We make W into DP similarly to t.he proof of Proposition 6.2. We use induction
on the lengt.h of blowup sequence bet.weell W amI DP. Let U be the manifold next
to W in the blowup sequence between Wand DP. If U =B(W, L), LeW - P,
thcn we put, M' = B(M, L). If W =B(U, Ll, LeU - P, then we use Corollary
3.5 to get M'. In the second case Corollary 3.5 assures that Textends to U so if
U R: DP than Textends to U by Assertion 1.1.

To finish the proof we need only to show thal if W R: DP, Textends to W
and there exists a smooth submanifold V R: sq of uM intersecting P transversely
at one point then Al is biowlip equivalent to N. But in this case M decomposes
as the boundary connected sum T#(M - Tl, where T R: DP x sq is the regular
neighborhood of V U W in M (cf. the proof of Proposition 6.2). In the same way
N decomposes as T'#(M - T), where T' R: SP X sq - int Dp+q is the result of the
surgery of T R: DP x sq along P R: SI'-1 X x, x E sq, eqllipped with the standard
o-framing T. Proposition 2.1 und Corollary 3.3 of [3] imply that T and T' are
blowup equivalent alld, t.herefore, M alld N are blowup eqllivalent. 0
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